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Size-dependent spin reorientation transition in nanoplatelets
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We demonstrate that in nanometer-size magnets the superposition of the lattice dependence of the dipolar
energy and the truncation of dipolar sums leads to size- and lattice-dependent effective perpendicular anisot-
ropy. As a consequence, the spin reorientation transition in small platelets of identical shape on different
lattices occurs at different sizes for identical anisotropy energy. In contrast to conventional results influences of
size on the magnetic behavior can be found even at large aspect ratios of size to thickness.
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The patterning of a continuous magnetic film into an ar
of small magnetic particles can potentially provide a hu
gain in information storage density.1 The increased ratio o
boundary to nonboundary atoms in such nanostructures
lead to changes of physical properties. Hence, the un
standing of the influence of the finite size on magnetic
havior in small magnets is of high significance for the fu
damental physics of magnetic materials as well as
technological applications.

Theoretically, magnetic materials can be successf
treated as an ensemble of classical magnetic momenS,
which are regularly arranged on a crystalline lattice.2 The
configuration of these moments, i.e., the magnetization c
figuration in the absence of an external magnetic field
pends on the balance between the exchange energy, th
polar energy, and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy.2 The
contribution of the dipolar interaction to the anisotropy e
ergy is called demagnetizing energy or shape anisotropy
thin films the demagnetizing energy is often responsible
in-plane magnetization. It is usually determined as the dif
ence between the dipolar energy of the up- and the in-p
single-domain statesED5j↑2j→ . The infinite continuous
magnet hasED5const52pMS

2 , whereMS is the saturation
magnetization.MS is defined as magnetic momentS per
atomic volumeV, MS5S/V. We takeV5a3, with a the
nearest-neighbor distance, for a square lattice that co
sponds to the simple cubic stacking andV5a3/A2 for a
triangular lattice that corresponds to the hcp~0001! or
fcc~111! stacking. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy ene
(jA) may be responsible for a perpendicular magnetizat
jA depends only on the orientation of the moment with
spect to the film normal and does not depend on the ne
boring moments. For a uniaxial system with a perpendicu
easy axis the angle dependence of the free energy ca
written asjA5K1( i sin2u, whereK1 is the first-order anisot-
ropy constant andu is the angle to the film normal.2 The total
anisotropy energy is defined asEA5jA↑2jA→ .

The competition between the demagnetizing and the
pendicular magnetic anisotropy energy determines the m
netization direction. If the relative strength between the
quantities is reversed a change of the magnetization orie
tion will occur. One such phenomenon called the spin re
entation transition~SRT! has been studied for infinite ultra
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thin films3–6 and observed experimentally. In Co/Au~111!
thin films, for example, a transition from vertical~low thick-
ness! to in-plane magnetization~high thickness! was found
around 5 monolayers~ML !.7

Sufficiently large and thin disc-shaped platelets (L@t)
are usually considered to have the demagnetizing energ
an oblate spheroid~a special case of ellipsoid!. The shape
anisotropy of such spheroids is well known.8,9 For an oblate
spheroid the shape anisotropy depends only on the ratk
5L/t and can be represented by a universal curveED
5 f (k) ~Fig. 1!. For the sake of simplicity the shape aniso
ropy energy is normalized with respect to 2pMS

2 in Fig. 1.
ED deviates from unity only for structures whereL andt are
comparable.

The magnetic anisotropy is a local property and is co
stant for a given thickness. Thus, it can be represented
straight line in Fig. 1. The intersection ofED andEA gives a
critical lengthLC5kC•t where the magnetization orientatio
switches, i.e., reorientation appears. Since the shape an
ropy in ellipsoid approximation deviates from unity only
small k the reorientation can happen only atL't ~Fig. 1!.
Thus, it is commonly assumed that the orientation of m

FIG. 1. Comparison of the analytically calculated magnetost
energy densityED5jD↑2jD→ of a continuum oblate spheroid an
the numerically calculated shape anisotropyED of a disc on a tri-
angular and a square lattice as a function of the diameter o
spheroid. The demagnetizing energy is normalized with respec
2pMS

2 . The straight horizontal line corresponds to the perpendi
lar magnetocrystalline anisotropyEA . The vertical lines denote the
critical sizesLC1 , LC2, andLCcontin of the reorientation for a tri-
angular and square lattice, and an oblate spheroid.
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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netization in structures withL@t depends only on the thick
ness and the temperature of the sample. IfEA is larger than
the demagnetizing energy of the infinite film the reorien
tion of magnetization will not appear. However, the so-cal
effective anisotropy Ee f f5EA2ED will increase with
shrinking size due to the truncation of the lattice sum.

On the other hand the demagnetizing energy of an infi
monolayer depends on the lattice structure.3 The superposi-
tion of the lattice dependence and the shape dependen
the demagnetizing energy can lead toLC different from that
expected from continuum theory.

This study is devoted to analysis of the validity of th
continuum ellipsoid approximation for ultrathin films on
discrete lattice. It turns out that the superposition of t
effects—the lattice dependence of the demagnetizing en
and the truncation of dipolar sums—leads to a size- an
lattice-dependent change of the magnetization orienta
and an apparent enhancement of the perpendicular mag
anisotropy.

We have investigated discs of finite diameterL on a dis-
crete lattice by means of Monte Carlo simulations. T
Monte-Carlo procedure is the same as in Ref. 6. The Ha
tonian of the problem includes exchange, dipolar inter
tions, and perpendicular anisotropy:H5jex1jD1jA . The
ratio of dipolar to exchange constantD/J'1023 used in the
calculations corresponds to real materials. Hence, we do
use any rescaling of the sample size. For the chosenD we
expect to find a single-domain magnetization configurat
in the samples. In that case the exchange energies o
in-plane and an out-of-plane configuration are identical fo
collinear solution. First, we prove whether it is also true
the relaxed solution. Then we compareED5 f (L) and EA
5 f (L) for the relaxed and nonrelaxed solutions with t
analytical ellipsoid approach.

For the computations we have taken a monolayer of th
dimensional classical magnetic momentsS of a unit length
on a triangular and a square lattice. We have investigated
low-temperature magnetic microstructure in samples of s
100a<L<350a wherea is the lattice parameter. Thus th
lateral size of the platelets has been chosen to be much la
than the thicknesst (L.100t).

For D/J51023 and L<300a the exchange energy in
crease with increasing temperatureT is size independent an
proportional toM (T)2, with M (T) the magnetization. Fo
given L the exchange energy of the relaxed soluti
jex(relax) is identical for the up- and the in-plane config
rations. This means that the deviation from the collinearity
merely due to temperature fluctuations and not to change
the magnetic microstructure andjex does not influence the
value of LC . For D/J.1023 or for D/J51023 and L
@300a the microstructure, of the relaxed configuration~es-
pecially in plane! deviates from that of the thermally agitate
monodomain. Different magnetization patterns can be
tained for different sets ofD, K1, andJ. jex(relax) is very
sensitive to the type of microconfiguration~vortex, flower,
leaf, etc.! and should be taken into account.10,11 However,
that investigation goes beyond the scope of the present p

We have explored a wide range of the total anisotro
energy. Here we report on the case in whichEA is slightly
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smaller than 2pMS
2 , i.e.,EA'0.9•2pMS

2 . In the continuous
ellipsoid approximation the selected sizes and anisotropy
low any shape effects to become effective atLC'30t.
Hence, in all calculated structures withL.100t an in-plane
magnetization configuration should be expected. We h
not considered different anisotropies for edge atoms si
this goes beyond the scope of our paper.

The results of the simulations for a triangular lattice a
presented as magnetization configurations in Fig. 2. Ab
L5300a the magnetization forms a single domain within t
film plane in agreement with the ellipsoid approximatio
~Fig. 1!. Surprisingly, we find a vertical monodomain belo
L5230a. For sizes betweenL5230a and L5300a
intermediate-spin orientations are found. Thus, in contrad
tion to the analytical approximation the reorientation of t
magnetization on a triangular lattice takes place far bey
thek range that is deduced from the ellipsoid approximatio
Thus, the results of the Monte Carlo simulations demonst
that the magnetization direction can change by shrinking
lateral size without changing parameters such as thicknes
temperature.

For the square lattice the results are completely differe
We find for all structures withL.100t an in-plane single
domain in accordance with the ellipsoid approximation.
comparison with the triangular lattice we see that the criti
size of the reorientationLC depends on the type of crystallin
lattice.

To find an explanation we have calculated the anisotro
and the demagnetizing energy for a range of sizesL for col-
linear and relaxed magnetization orientations. In the col
ear~nonrelaxed! case the anisotropy cannot be the reason
size-dependent transition sinceK1 is a constant in the simu
lations. The functionsED(coll inear)(L) are presented in
Fig. 1. We obtain three different curvesED(L) for the spher-
oid and the platelets on the triangular or the square latt

FIG. 2. The low-temperature magnetic microstructure of t
discs on a triangular lattice withL15100 and L25330; EA

50.9(2pMS
2). The exchange, the anisotropy, the dipolar ene

constants, and the temperature are identical for both samples
the sake of an appropriate representation a perspective view o
enlarged part of each sample is shown. For clarity, only one s
row out of two is drawn as cones. The smaller island has a vert
single-domain structure. The larger structure presents an in-p
single-domain magnetization configuration.
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For the triangular latticeEDD(L) lies below 2pMS
2 . For the

square latticeEDh(L) is larger than 2pMS
2 already forL

'60a. The critical size of the SRT can be derived from t
data of Fig. 1 for a given value ofEA . For the case in which
reorientation should happen, i.e.,EA,2pMS

2 ~horizontal line
in Fig. 1! we might find one critical size LC
5LC(continuum) in all platelets.LC of the triangular lat-
tice, however, varies by more than a factor of 10 from t
expected from the ellipsoid approximation and that for
square lattice (LCD.10•LCh). For a different value ofEA
one can get different values of critical size butLCD will
never equalLCh as expected from the ellipsoid approxim
tion. The slope of theED(L) curves is different for square
and triangular lattices. At large sizes the difference is l
than 1% ~see Fig. 3!. However, even such small deviation
lead to the remarkable shift of the critical sizeDLC'100a
for large sizes whileDLC'25a for smaller sizes despite th
larger difference in curvature~Fig. 3!.

ED and EA of the noncollinear solution due to therm
disorder are smaller than those of the collinear case. Figu
givesED(L) andEA(L) of platelets on a triangular lattice fo
strictly collinear and noncollinear solutions. The dipolar a
the anisotropy energies exhibit different temperature dep
dencies which is exactly the reason for the temperatu
induced magnetic reorientation in a ferromagnetic mo
layer. Interestingly, the anisotropy energy of the relax
solution is no longer a constant but is size dependent. A
consequenceLC is shifted to smaller sizes comparably to t
collinear case.

Thus the critical size of the reorientation is dependent
the lattice type and can be very large comparably to
thickness of the sample. This documents that the size de
dence of the reorientation transition in discrete lattices is
due to the shape effect of the continuous model that depe

FIG. 3. The deviation of the demagnetizing energy from
saturation valueS5@ED(L→`)2ED(L)#/@ED(L→`)#•100% for
a square and a triangular lattice as a function of size. Dashed
tical lines denote the hypothetical sizes at whichS is identical in
both lattices.DLC denotes the shift of those sizes in different la
tices.
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on the ratio of the object dimensions. The effect found
the monolayer example is even more pronounced in thic
samples due to the thickness dependence of the demagn
ing energy of platelets on a discrete lattice.13

For EDD(L→`),EA,EDh(L→`) the reorientation of
magnetization will appear only in the platelet on a squ
lattice. The effective perpendicular anisotropy of a triangu
lattice will increase due to the shape and the lattice dep
dence ofED . This is sometimes erroneously interpreted
the increase of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy w
shrinking size, sinceED is commonly assumed to be con
stant. Experimental findings pointing in this direction ha
been published recently.14

The size and lattice dependencies of the shape anisot
arise from the inhomogeneity of the dipolar energy in ult
thin ferromagnets.12 The dipole field in such magnet
changes with depth and depends on the film thickness.12 The
dependence of the dipolar energy on the lateral position o
atom is just a consequence of the long-range character o
interaction. As the ratio of boundary to nonboundary ato
increases an influence of the inhomogeneous demagnet
field on the shape effect appears.

In conclusion, we demonstrate that in laterally confin
ultrathin magnetic structures the magnetic behavior depe
on the type of the lattice and the sample size. As a con
quence, the spin reorientation transition in small platelets
identical shape on different lattices occurs at different si
for identical anisotropy energy. ForED,ED(L→`) the re-
orientation from an in-plane configuration for larger sizes
an out-of-plane configuration below a critical sizeLC occurs.
LC can be very large compared to the film thickness.
have shown that an enhancement of the effective perpend
lar anisotropyEe f f can occur with shrinking size.

er-

FIG. 4. Comparison of the demagnetizingED and the anisotropy
EA energy of a disc on a triangular lattice as a function of size
strictly collinear and relaxed solutions. All energetic parametersJ,
D, andK1 are identical in both cases. The energy is normalized w
respect to 2pMS

2 , kT/J50.05, andD/J51023. The vertical lines
denote the critical sizesLC1 andLC2 of the magnetization reorien
tation for collinear and noncollinear configurations.
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